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“The Assistant From Innsmouth”
She stepped cautiously into the room, her expression blank; her eyes
blinked and flitted from one pile of books and relics to another. She
looked at me.
“Are you Mr. Combs, the executor on the premises?” she asked, in a
deep, resonating voice marked with a strange, cold accent. Was it
Bulgarian? Romanian?
“Yes. That’s me,” I replied, standing up from the trunk of odd books.
“I was told that you are having trouble with the assets on the
property. What are you attempting to do here, Mr. Combs?”
“I am here to wind up the estate for the late Dr. Whateley, catalog
his earthly assets, and protect his property until all debts and taxes
have been settled.” I put out my hand to shake with her, or kiss her hand,
depending on how she offered hers to me.
She stared intently at me, unmoving, silent. She was like a life-sized
porcelain doll with eyes painted in India ink.
- by Steven J. Scearce
The great days of porno of the 70s had come and
gone, and videocassettes were invading the market.
El Tabu stood defiant, yet crumbling. Inside you
could find rats as big as rabbits, statues holding
torchlights in their hands and a Venus in the lobby.
Elegant, ancient and large. Some people came to
sleep during a double feature and used the
washrooms to take a bath. Others came for the shows. Some were peddling. I’m not
going to explain what they were peddling; you figure it out.
It was a good place to listen to chatter. A stringer needs that chatter. One
afternoon, I gathered my notebook and my tape-recorder, paid for a ticket and went
looking for Sebastian, the projectionist, who had a knack for gossiping and profiting
from it.
Sebastian hadn’t heard any interesting things – there was some vague stuff about
a whole squadron of Russian prostitutes in a high-rise apartment building near
downtown and university students selling themselves for sex, but I’d heard it before.
Then Sebastian got a funny look on his face and asked me for a cigarette. This meant he
was zeroing on the good stuff.
“I don’t think I should tell you, but there’s a religious group coming in every
Thursday,” he said, as he took a puff. “Order of something. Have you heard of Enrique
Zozoya?”

Flash
Frame
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Continued
“No,” I said.
“He’s the one that’s renting the place. For the group.”
“A porno theatre doesn’t seem like the nicest place for a congregation.”
“I think it’s some sort of sex cult. I can’t tell because I don’t look. They bring
their own projectionist and I have to wait in the lobby,” Sebastian explained.
“So how do you know it’s a sex cult and they’re not worshipping Jesus?”
“I can’t watch, but I can very well hear some stuff. It doesn’t sound like Jesus.”
- by Silvia Moreno-Garcia

The Descent of the Wayward Sister
The servants – for he had several – were not at sufficient ease with
me to treat me as one of their number, as I would have preferred.
However, they were unaccustomed to another presence pacing the halls
by day, and forgot to guard their tongues. They whispered about him,
about the house, about the visitors, about the need to keep a vigilant eye
on me to prevent me from wandering where I shouldn’t. There were doors,
I learned, that were perpetually locked. To these rooms the house
servants were forbidden entry, and strict punishment might befall any
well-meaning girl who rearranged his books, or so much as shifted his
papers.
A locked door, however, had never been a match for my curiosity.
Indeed, I had made my livelihood upon the riches and secrets they
shielded. Willpower and gratitude held me back for a full two days, but
on my third day in residence I claimed headache in the middle of my piano
lesson and sent the tutor away. It was, I thought, something a spoiled
lady might often do, and indeed the nice gentleman seemed willing enough
to escape my dreadful playing while presumably keeping his full
afternoon’s fee. With the servants distracted by the afternoon bustle as
they prepared for their master’s return, my slender lock picks and I crept
into every room on the upstairs floor, in search of a bit more background
on my closest blood-relation.
- by Gabrielle Harbowy
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Infernal Attractors
“It’s not safe,” he said, trying not to whine.
“I know,” she replied. The raw silk in her weary voice turning to rusted steel.
“That’s why I need it.” She laid down the gun, certain of his obedience, and began to
unbutton her long black dress. It slithered off her angular, hungry curves to pool round
her feet. Her stockings were the color of smoke. She wore nothing else. The sheen of
her perspiration made her pale body glimmer in the moonlight. Her long burgundy
bangs hid her eyes. “Turn it on, and open it up all the way.”
He had built it for her, with the weird old components she always seemed to find
just when they were needed, and the yellowing circuit diagrams stamped PROJECT
BIFROST: ABOVE TOP SECRET. Whenever he asked her about it, she had fucked him
until he forgot his questions. But this morning, he had done some digging and found
out just enough about what he had built that he tried to destroy it.
Thus, the gun.
- by Cody Goodfellow

More and more of the horror was revealed — a bulbous, misshapen
head lined in antennae but otherwise featureless on a thick, ringed neck.
It was from this ill-conceived head, glowing an angry red as it tore itself
free of its human suit, that the buzzing noises came.
Two small bat-like wings, disproportionately sized to
the body, snapped out from its back as it shucked the
remainder of its disguise, fanning a sick, fetid smell over me. Four thick
arms ending in pincers tore free from its legs and it clambered forward,
claws clicking against the floor. Its color was difficult to make out in
the glow of the red lights but its skin looked dull and smooth, like the
flesh of a mushroom. It loomed over me and I shrank from it.
"Tabitha?" I asked weakly, struggling to my side, looking up at her, my
mind refusing to make sense of the creature before me.
Her face had gone as still and lifeless as the other two men. She
was reading the journal and when she looked up at me her eyes were dead.
Whatever had been there was gone now.
"You found the key for us," she said and, barely audible above the
sound of the howling wind, I could hear buzzing. "Barnes had stolen it
from us."
The three of them advanced towards me slowly. The buzzing creature
moved with an unsteady, uneven gait, its pincers opening and closing as
they approached.

Sense

- by Matthew Marovich
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LE CIÉL OUVERT
Do I really want to go back?
The question never voiced, never even asked of myself until now, not consciously.
I cannot even admit to myself for a few minutes that it crossed my mind; the first
person who had done this job stayed through the small night and had to be retrieved
after the video feed went berserk and his audio became incoherent screaming and
deafening static, a white noise of such power that it nearly ruined everything in the van
that could perceive it. It was played for me like a macabre version of those training
videos for entry level service jobs, presumably to try and dissuade me from signing all
of the forms to take the position.
When they retrieved him, he had gone the same route as many of the people from
the day the sky opened, hovering somewhere between catatonia and mania, and now
lay in a long-term cell at Arkham. I visited once, a month into assuming this position,
driven to do so out of a weird conjunction of curiosity and a sense of duty borne of
being his replacement, only to watch him cower in a corner in a straightjacket,
gibbering something about the stars having teeth. I was told he was restrained after the
first week passed and he had not slept, not even on enough morphine to drop a
heavyweight boxer. That he had tried to claw out his own eyes, and that no one had
seen him sleep in the months since.
I still wonder what he saw, that I did not.
- by Kirsten Brown

The C-Word
Having forgotten how gray Innsmouth can be some days, I thought it
was dusk when I opened my eyes. It had been a long evening of pillow talk,
interspersed with another orgasm (or three) each. But after the sleeping
and cuddling, there was silence. I was afraid to say much, and I think
Anna was, too.
There was a herd of elephants in the room, now.
I didn't mention being woken up by whatever dream she was having
that made her heel hit my shin, or being kept awake by her incoherent
mumbling in her sleep. I didn’t want to say anything that could broach
the topic of how things used to be, because that would lead to talk of
how things should be, and could or could not be, despite what had
happened last night. The only innocuous words I could think of were,
"How about breakfast?"
- by Don Pizarro
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He came close this time, real close. As in I woke up with his face over mine - in
the dream, I mean. He wasn't gray-blue anymore either, just a kind of moonlightwashed olive color. I would've screamed, but Jesus, he's so beautiful, and he just smiles
at me like that, and those eyes are so black it makes me feel like the ocean's trying to
swallow me.
He said something, too. I don't know what it
was, but his lips moved, all pink and swollen like
he'd been eating or kissing for a long time. He said
something and breathed on me all salty and Rain on my face. I woke up and rolled back
under the tarp.

Transfigured
Night

I can still hear that music, especially when I took at that little ivory guy I found on
him. I mean, I can't really hear it, I know that. But I keep humming snatches of it, just 5
or 6 notes at a time, and it's making me crazy.
Crazier. Whatever.
I fucking deserve it.
- by K. V. Taylor

Cthulhu’s Polymorphous Perversity
It is this sense, of teasing out a hidden truth from the seemingly
mundane pages of, e.g., artistic trends, archaeology, anthropology,
shipping news, and criminology (to select only the fields investigated by
Francis Thurston in “The Call of Cthulhu”) that makes Cthulhu
especially attractive to a certain kind of artist. Creators who find
themselves drawn to Cthulhu are those likewise (like Thurston) drawn to
teasing out hidden, subversive, even terrifying meanings from the bland
corpus of modern life. Not always “counter-cultural” creators, they are
nonetheless “cult-cultural” ones: creating art for self-selected
outsider audiences (like the weird pulp fans of the 1920s or the Goths of
the 1980s), for those predisposed to reject the bourgeois, mass-market
concerns of the culture at large in favor of the hidden, the outré, the
Weird. Hence, Cthulhu’s great popularity with heavy metal musicians
(never the mainstream face of popular music), comics artists (never the
acceptable image of great art), and roleplaying gamers (never the cool
kids in high school).
- by Kenneth Hite
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Lovecraftian Love
By Galen Dara

